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Abstract
Few walking insects possess simple eyes known as the ocelli. The role of the ocelli in walking insects such as ants has been
less explored. Physiological and behavioural evidence in the desert ant, Cataglyphis bicolor, indicates that ocellar receptors
are polarisation sensitive and are used to derive compass information from the pattern of polarised skylight. The ability
to detect polarised skylight can also be inferred from the structure and the organisation of the ocellar retina. However, the
functional anatomy of the desert ant ocelli has not been investigated. Here we characterised the anatomical organisation of
the ocelli in three species of desert ants. The two congeneric species of Cataglyphis we studied had a fused rhabdom, but
differed in their organisation of the retina. In Cataglyphis bicolor, each retinula cell contributed microvilli in one orientation
enabling them to compare e-vector intensities. In Cataglyphis fortis, some retinula cells contributed microvilli in more than
one orientation, indicating that not all cells are polarisation sensitive. The desert ant Melophorus bagoti had an unusual ocellar retina with a hexagonal or pentagonal rhabdomere arrangement forming an open rhabdom. Each retinula cell contributed
microvilli in more than one orientation, making them unlikely to be polarisation detectors.
Keywords Visual system · Ants · Cataglyphis · Melophorus · Polarisation sensitivity

Introduction
One of the fundamental and perhaps the most basal form
of navigation is the need and the ability to orient towards
a goal (Honkanen et al. 2019). If the goal is visible, animals of course directly steer towards it. But often the goal
is not visible, either because animals travel quite farther
from the goal or the goal itself is inconspicuous. It is during
these instances that animals have to rely on other sources of
information to head towards a goal. Animals derive compass information from odour plumes (Steck 2012), Earth’s
magnetic field (Dreyer et al. 2018) and terrestrial visual
landmarks (Graham et al. 2003). One predominant cue that
several insects use is the pattern of polarised skylight available in the sky (Zeil et al. 2014). Typically, insects detect
polarisation pattern through UV receptors (Mote and Wehner 1980) found in the specialised set of ommatidia present
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in the dorsal-most region of the compound eye, referred to as
the dorsal rim area, DRA (Labhart 1986; Labhart and Meyer
1999). In the DRA, the rhabdoms have a distinct rectangular
cross-sectional area compared to the remainder of the eye
(Labhart and Meyer 1999; Zeil et al. 2014). In these specialised rhabdoms, the microvilli are oriented orthogonally
to each other which enables the detection of two different
e-vector orientations.
In addition to the compound eye, UV receptors are also
found in the ocelli of insects (Geiser and Labhart 1982;
Henze et al. 2012; Mote and Wehner 1980; Ogawa et al.
2017; van Kleef et al. 2005). Ocelli are simple eyes present on the dorsal surface of the head of most flying insects
and are rarely found in walking insects (Zeil et al. 2014;
Ribi and Zeil 2018). In flying insects, ocelli assist in head
stabilisation and horizon detection (Zeil et al. 2014). The
function of the ocelli in walking insects such as ants is less
known. Behavioural experiments in the Saharan desert ant,
Cataglyphis bicolor have shown that these ants use their
ocelli to detect polarised skylight for navigation. Homing
ants displaced to an unfamiliar location travelled towards
their fictive nest with the ocelli open but with covered compound eyes (Fent and Wehner 1985; Fent 1986). Intracellular recordings in this species confirmed that their ocellar
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receptors are indeed polarisation sensitive and exclusively
UV sensitive (Mote and Wehner 1980). The Australian
desert ant, Melophorus bagoti, access celestial cues using
their ocelli, but it is unknown whether they rely on the pattern of polarised skylight (Schwarz et al. 2011a, b).
In addition to behaviour and physiology, the anatomical
organisation of the ocellar retina can inform us of potential polarisation sensitivity (Taylor et al. 2016; Narendra
and Ribi 2017; Ogawa et al. 2017; Ribi and Zeil 2018). In
hymenopterans, the ocellar rhabdoms that are polarisation
sensitive are formed by two opposite retinula cells that provide microvilli (Zeil et al. 2014; Ribi and Zeil 2018). In
cross-sections, these microvilli are oriented perpendicular to
the long axis of the rhabdom and the microvilli are aligned
primarily in one direction (Ribi et al. 2011). Ocellar rhabdoms which are not polarisation sensitive tend to be curved
(Berry et al. 2011) or made by retinula cells that contribute
microvilli in more than one direction (Narendra and Ribi
2017). Here we aim to characterise the anatomical structure
of the ocelli to identify relationships with known ocellar
function in three species of desert ants. The function of the
ocelli is known in two of these species: Cataglyphis bicolor
(Fent and Wehner 1985; Fent 1986), Melophorus bagoti
(Schwarz et al. 2011a, b). We also studied the ocellar structure in Cataglyphis fortis, in which the ocellar function is
unknown, to identify similarities between the closely related
C. bicolor given their comparable navigational repertoire
(Wehner 2009).

Materials and methods
Study species
We investigated the structure of the ocelli in three desert
ant species: the central Australian M. bagoti and the North

Cataglyphis bicolor

African C. bicolor and C. fortis (Fig. 1). M. bagoti was
collected from Alice Springs, NT, Australia and the two
Cataglyphis species were collected from Mahres, Tunisia
(Fig. 1). Live specimens were collected in jars and brought
back to the laboratory. All three species exhibit considerable size variation and we used the large-sized workers for
histology (n = 5 for each species). Working with these ants
requires no ethics approval in Australia.

Experimental procedure
Histological preparations of the ant ocelli
We fixed the ocelli in bright light conditions. Ants were
immobilised on ice and their mandibles were removed. We
achieved optimal fixation by cutting most of the compound
eye and exposing the anterior, posterior and the ventral head
capsule. Specimens were fixed for 4 h at room temperature
in a mixture of 2.5% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer (pH 7.2–7.5). This was followed by a series of buffer washes and post-fixation in 2%
OsO4 in distilled water for 1 h at room temperature. Samples were then dehydrated in an ethanol series, transferred
to propylene oxide (or acetone) and embedded in epoxy
resin (Sigma Aldrich, NSW, Australia). Embedded samples
were split to separate the median ocellus and re-embedded.
This allowed us to ensure the orientation and the correct
plane of sectioning could be chosen for the median ocellus.
One-micron-thick cross-sections were cut on a Leica Ultra
microtome (UC7) using a diamond knife (Diatome, Nidau,
Switzerland). Sections for light microscopy were stained
with toluidine blue and digitally photographed in a Zeiss
or Leica microscope. Ultra-thin sections for transmission
electron microscopy were stained with 6% saturated uranyl
acetate (25 min) and lead citrate (5 min) before viewing

Cataglyphis fortis

Melophorus bagoti

Fig. 1  External morphology of ocelli in three species of desert ants. Dorsal view of the head and position of the ocelli in Cataglyphis bicolor,
Cataglyphis fortis and Melophorus bagoti (www.antweb.org). Scale bar = 0.5 mm
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with a FEI Tecnai G2 or Hitachi H 7100 FA transmission
electron microscope.

Analysis
For five individuals in each species, we determined the
rhabdom diameters from cross-sections taken at the distal
one-third of the retina. This was not possible to measure
in M. bagoti since they had an open rhabdom. Ant ocellar
rhabdoms varied dramatically in shape. Hence to measure
rhabdom diameters we quantified the cross-sectional area
of each rhabdom and calculated the diameter of the circle
equivalent to this area. We measured the distal to proximal
rhabdom length from longitudinal sections along the anterior–posterior plane in the median ocellus. For this, in five
individuals for each species, we measured rhabdoms that
were completely visible in a single section: C. fortis: number of rhabdoms = 16; C. bicolor: n = 13; M. bagoti: n = 13.
From these longitudinal sections, we measured the ocellar
lens diameter (Fig. 2).

Cataglyphis bicolor

An estimate of the magnitude of polarisation sensitivity of individual receptors can be derived from rhabdom
straightness in cross-sections (Zeil et al. 2014). We measured in one animal for each species, the straightness of
all rhabdoms in the distal cross-section by digitising four
equidistant positions along the long axis of each rhabdom
using a custom-written software Digilite (© Jan Hemmi &
Robert Parker) in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, USA). We
then determined the rhabdom straightness by determining
the segment orientation (between points 1 and 2, 1 and 3)
and calculated the difference between the average segment
orientation and the absolute orientation (between points
1 and 4), a method that has been used to analyse ocellar
rhabdoms straightness in honeybees (Ribi et al. 2011) and
in ants (Narendra et al. 2016; Narendra and Ribi 2017).
We also determined the global organisation of rhabdom
orientations in the median ocellus. These measures also
were not possible to carry out in M. bagoti since they had
an open rhabdom.

Cataglyphis fortis

Melophorus bagoti
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Fig. 2  Structure of the median ocellus of three desert ant species. Top
row: cross-section, mid row: longitudinal section, bottom row: schematic of longitudinal section show different optical components: c
cuticle, l lens, cg corneagenous layer, vb vitreous body, i iris, vr ventral retina looking at the sky, dr dorsal retina looking at the horizon.
Orientation of the sections and illustrations is shown: a anterior, p

c

l
vb
c

cg
i
vr

dr

posterior, d dorsal, v ventral. Scale bar for top and bottom panels are
shown in panels of M. bagoti. In the schematic of M. bagoti, dashed
line across the lens indicates the lens diameter measured from longitudinal sections; dashed line in the ventral and dorsal retina indicates
the approximate proximal position of the rhabdoms
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oblong, circular and having odd geometries. The size of
the rhabdoms in cross-sections in both Cataglyphis species
exhibited little variation (Fig. 2; Table 1), but were smaller
compared to Myrmecia ants (Narendra and Ribi 2017).
In most flying Hymenopterans, the global orientation of
ocellar rhabdoms is consistent (Zeil et al. 2014; Ribi and
Zeil 2018). In both Cataglyphis species of ants, the ocellar
rhabdom orientation had a wide distribution (Fig. 3a). The
rhabdoms in Cataglyphis species were relatively straight,
which is crucial for polarisation sensitivity (Fig. 3b).
In flying Hymenopterans, ocellar rhabdoms are fused
and typically composed of two paired retinula cells that
contribute microvilli perpendicularly to the long axis of the
rhabdom—this allows animals to compare e-vector intensities (Zeil et al. 2014). Such a pattern was seen in C. bicolor
(Figs. 4, 5). The related C. fortis also had fused rhabdoms
but they were composed of 2–4 retinula cells (compare
green and blue colorised rhabdoms in Fig. 4). We identified cell borders between photoreceptors by identifying
‘desmosomes’ or ‘adherens junctions’ in the TEM images.
Majority of the rhabdoms in C. fortis were in the shape of
‘T’, in which the third or the fourth retinula cell contributed
microvilli perpendicular to the microvillar orientation of the
other retinular cells, which is characteristic of polarisation
detectors (C. fortis: blue rhabdom in Fig. 4, left column in

All three species of desert ants had three ocelli: a median
ocellus and two lateral ocelli organised in a triangular
shape on the dorsal surface of the head (Fig. 1; Table 1).
The median ocellar lens in all species was smooth and convex in shape. Proximal to the lens was a vitreous body followed by a corneageneous cell layer that produces corneal
lens during development (Snodgrass 1993). Below this,
lies the bipartite retina that was distinct in all three species (Fig. 2, see longitudinal section): a dorsal retina with
screening pigments farther from the lens which appears
to face the horizon and a ventral retina with screening
pigments closer to the lens that appears to face the sky
(Fig. 2). In all three species, the distal–proximal length
of the rhabdoms in the dorsal retina was nearly thrice that
of the rhabdoms in the ventral retina (Table 1). This trend
of ocellar rhabdoms being short in the ventral retina is
also seen in a number of other insect ocelli (Ribi and Zeil
2018). A 3D reconstruction of the entire ocellar retina
would be valuable as it would enable precise mapping of
the spatial position and the length of individual rhabdoms.
In cross-sections, the shape of the ocellar rhabdoms
of all three species varied greatly from being straight,

Table 1  Ocellar properties in three desert ant species

Lens diameter (µm)
Rhabdom area in cross-section (µm2)
Rhabdom width in cross-section (µm)
Rhabdom length in longitudinal section (µm)

Cataglyphis bicolor
n=5

Cataglyphis fortis
n=5

Melophorus bagoti
n=5

48.60 ± 0.27
0.50 ± 0.01
0.16 ± .005
D: 20.15 ± 0.43
V: 7.48 ± 1.06

37.95 ± 0.16
0.65 ± 0.02
0.21 ± .008
D: 15.96 ± 1.95
V: 5.86 ± 0.37

67.03 ± 0.43
–
–
D: 18.26 ± 1.53
V: 6.86 ± 0.83

Rhabdom lengths in dorsal (D) and ventral (V) retinae are shown

(a) Global orientation
1 C. bicolor

Normalised frequency

Fig. 3  Histograms show frequency distribution of a global
orientation of all rhabdoms
and b rhabdom straightness in
the median ocellus of Cataglyphis ants. Global orientation
shows the distribution of the
orientation of the rhabdoms in
cross-sections, relative to the
horizontal (0°). For rhabdom
straightness, 0° indicates least
deviation from a straight line
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C. fortis
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Fig. 4  Transmission electron micrographs of ocellar rhabdom cross-sections in workers of three species of desert ants. Bottom panel shows retinula cell boundaries and white lines indicate orientation of the microvilli or in some cases, the likely orientation

Fig. 5). But in some cases, (C. fortis: red colorised rhabdom
in Fig. 4), retinula cells contributed microvilli in more than
one orientation, making these cells less likely to be polarisation sensitive. The most unusual organisation of ocellar
retina was in M. bagoti, where the rhabdomeres within each
retinula cell were arranged in a hexagonal or a pentagonal shaped network forming an open rhabdom (Figs. 4, 5).
Hence the rhabdom diameter, orientation and straightness
in M. bagoti could not be measured. Each retinula cell contributed microvilli in multiple orientations making them less
likely to be polarisation sensitive. Each retinula cell was
separated from the adjacent cell by an intracellular space
similar to that seen in Dipterans (Toh et al. 1971; Wunderer
et al. 1988; Ribi and Zeil 2018) and some spiders (Uehara
et al. 1977).

Discussion
Ocelli are rarely found in ants. When present, in some species they are found only in certain castes (e.g., Gesomyrmex), in others only the lateral or the median ocellus are
present (e.g., Polyrhachis ypsilon, Polyrhachis bihamata),
and in a few others all three ocelli are present (e.g., Myrmecia, Harpegnathos) (Zeil et al. 2014). Desert ants of the
genus Cataglyphis and Melophorus possess all three ocelli

and are the only ants in which the function of the ocelli has
been studied. Here we characterised the anatomical structure of the ocelli in three species of desert ants, Cataglyphis bicolor, Cataglyphis fortis and Melophorus bagoti to
compare with known functions. Size of the ocellar lens and
width of the ocellar rhabdoms in cross-section are typically
larger in nocturnal insects (Warrant et al. 2006; Somanathan
et al. 2009; Narendra et al. 2011; Narendra and Ribi 2017).
This increases their optical sensitivity and allows individuals
with larger ocelli to forage in slightly dim light conditions
(Wellington 1974). The desert ants that we studied being
strictly day-active had small lenses and narrow rhabdoms
(in Cataglyphis spp) compared to the night-active Myrmecia
ants [Table 1; (Narendra and Ribi 2017)].
The most striking difference between the three desert ants
and other species of ants is the organisation of the ocellar
retina. Ocellar structure has been investigated in worker ants
of the genus Myrmecia where each ocellar rhabdom in both
the day- and night-active ants were composed of more than
three retinula cells (Narendra and Ribi 2017). Crucially, in
the night-active ants, each retinula cell contributed microvilli in multiple orientations thus making it unsuitable to
detect changes in pattern of polarised light. In Cataglyphis
bicolor, an ant that forages in both saltpans and around urban
regions, each rhabdom was composed of two retinula cells
that contributed microvilli perpendicular to the long axis of
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Melophorus bagoti

Cataglyphis fortis

Fig. 5  High magnification
transmission electron micrographs of cross-section of
ocellar rhabdom of the three
species of desert ants. Top row,
Cataglyphis bicolor; mid-row,
Cataglyphis fortis; bottom row,
Melophorus bagoti
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the rhabdom. This organisation of the ocellar retina is likely
to make them polarisation sensitive. Such an organisation of
rhabdoms was also found in winged male ants (Narendra and
Ribi 2017) and in bees and wasps (Zeil et al. 2014; Ribi and
Zeil 2018). Our anatomical data lend support to the behavioural (Fent and Wehner 1985; Fent 1986) and physiological
evidence (Mote and Wehner 1980) of polarisation sensitivity
in the ocelli of C. bicolor. In the related C. fortis, an ant that
forages exclusively in salt-pan habitat, the organisation of
the ocellar retina was slightly different. Majority of the rhabdoms in this species were composed of 2–4 retinula cells,
with some retinula cells contributing microvilli in one or

13

more orientation. Thus, our anatomical results suggest that
some but not all retinula cells of C. fortis are likely to detect
changes in polarisation pattern. At present, behavioural or
physiological function of the ocelli in C. fortis is unknown.
An investigation of such a nature would be timely to identify
the extent to which C. fortis uses the pattern of polarised
skylight with its ocelli. Given ocellar outputs are integrated
by relatively few motor neurons (e.g., Ribi and Zeil 2017), it
would be important to identify how many different e-vector
orientations are collected initially and whether or not they
are relayed independently. In this study, we have investigated microvilli orientation only in the cross-sectional plane,
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but we anticipate that similar to other ants and insects (Ribi
and Zeil 2018), microvillar orientation in our study species
too does not change with depth, which is essential to detect
changes in the pattern of polarised skylight.
The most unusual organisation of the ocellar retina was
in the central Australian desert ant, M. bagoti. Their rhabdoms formed a pentagonal or a hexagonal network forming
an open rhabdom (Fig. 5), which is unlike in any other ant
or hymenopteran ocelli that have been studied to date. The
ocellar retinae of M. bagoti resembles the ocellar retinae of
the bibionid flies, Dilophus febrilis, (Wunderer et al. 1988),
flesh flies, Boettcherisca peregrine, (Toh et al. 1971) and the
hoverfly, Eristalis tenax (Ribi and Zeil 2018). In these four
species, each retinula cell contributes microvilli in more than
one orientation making their ocelli unsuitable for measuring changes in the pattern of polarised light. Behavioural
investigation of function of ocelli in M. bagoti has shown
that they can derive celestial compass information, though
the specific nature of these cues is unknown (Schwarz et al.
2011a). One possibility is that M. bagoti use the ocelli to
obtain compass information by relying on the sun or spectral cues (Rossel and Wehner 1984). At present the ocellar spectral sensitivity in M. bagoti is unknown. However,
insects that operate in cluttered landscapes appear to have
UV and green receptors in the ocelli [Apis mellifera (Ogawa
et al. 2017), Myrmecia vindex (Yuri Ogawa, unpublished
data)], which would enable animals to use spectral sensitivity as a compass cue. A comparative physiological analysis
of insect ocelli together with a knowledge of the available
navigational relevant information needs to be investigated
in future studies.
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